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Any Old Night.

When people talk of some wonderful place,
A place they say no one should miss,
Why people rave about wonderful nights,
One thing I never could see,
Some fellows favor poetical names,
Man-tic in flavor and sound.

Why should I care? Round the world let them race;
I've played the game. And I've seen all the sights.
Imogene, Geraldine, Gladys or Maud,
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My own opinion is this!
So you can take it from me!
But, as a fact, I have found.

Refrain.

Any old place is a wonderful place,
If you're there with a wonderful girl!
Climate has nothing.

Any old night is a wonderful night,
If you're whether you stroll longs to a wonderful girl,
Peggy or Pol-

Any old name is a wonderful name,
That belongs to a wonderful girl,
Tennis or bridge,

Any old game is a wonderful game,
That is played with a wonderful girl,

An old flag may unw-
in romantic moonlight Or in a ballroom you
in Sadie or Mame, Dor a or Nor a or
they seem almost the same, And checkers is a mad den ing
furl, whirl, Pearl, whirl. It may be Venice or Pittsburg, or I've seen the glad nights the mad nights, the No matter what name it may be, it's But those good old-fashioned kissing games

Newark or Rome, Palace or flat. You don't want to go home! dry nights, the wet But there are some nights I'll never forget. one you'll forget, You'll call her "Baby" or "Darling or Pet" I much prefer, I break all the rules when I play them with her.

An old place is a wonderful place, If you're An old night is a wonderful night, If you're An old name is a wonderful name, If it "Pass in the corner's" a wonderful game, When you

there with a wonderful girl! girl! girl! there with a wonderful girl! girl! girl! la-bels a wonderful girl. girl. girl. play with a wonderful girl.